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Personality Theory

Activity (5 minutes)

You have a terminal brain disease. There is a new 
method of brain surgery that has a very high rate of 
total success BUT in a few cases there has been a 
side effect of major amnesia where after the operation 
the patient can't remember much about who they are.

You have decided to go ahead with the surgery.  Write 
a “just in case” letter to your future, post-operative self 
about who you really are, what the most important part 
of your identity is, what makes you “you" and not 
someone else. This letter will not be read by anyone 
else so should try as best as possible to describe who 
you really are.

Personality

� A person’s unique and relatively 
stable behavior patterns
�Where did your personality come from?
�Have you always had the same personality?
�Will you have the same personality when you

are 60?
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5 Factor Model of Personality / 
Trait Theory
� Openness (original � conventional, open � narrow)

� Conscientiousness (responsible � careless,  
organized � disorganized) 

� Extroversion (sociable � withdrawn, talkative �
quiet)

� Agreeableness (trusting � suspicious, good-
natured � ruthless)

� Neuroticism (emotionally unstable � emotionally 
stable, moody � easygoing)

Psychodynamic Theory (Freud)

•Id: wants everything that feels good, right now
•Superego: wants to do what is right; moralistic
•Ego: balance bt. want & should 
•bad behavior = deficiency in ego or superego

•We can’t admit to things we want 
that make us nervous or guilty
•These unconscious (not in our 
awareness) desires drive our 
behavior along with our morals
•Constant internal struggle between 
the id, ego, and superego

Defense Mechanisms: re-channel 
to avoid anxiety
�Repression: painful or unacceptable thoughts are

completely forgotten; blocked from consciousness

�Denial: protecting oneself from an unpleasant
reality by refusing to perceive it

�Rationalization: substituting socially acceptable 
reasons for unacceptable ones

�Intellectualization: ignoring emotional aspects of 
a painful experience by focusing on the abstract

�Projection: not admitting our unacceptable 
thoughts or motives, but seeing them in others

�Displacement: redirecting impulses towards a 
less threatening person or object
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Humanistic Theories

� Importance of the self
� Self-concept: your skills, abilities

� Unconditional positive regard: 
being valued for what you offer

� Self-actualization: becoming the 
best you can be at everything you 
can be good at – developing 
potential

Behavioral / Social Learning 
Theories
� Reciprocal determinism: you choose your 

environment, experiences in environment 
change your thoughts, thoughts change your 
choices

� Self-efficacy: think I can

� Locus of Control
� Internal: I control behavior

� External: others, fate, luck,                                          
chance control behavior

Biological Theories

�Biological basis of personality
� Genetics, brain structure,                         

neurochemistry
� Shared = parenting,                                               

friends, culture, location
� Nonshared = individual                                          

experiences
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Behavioral Theories

�Biological basis of personality
� Genetics, brain structure,                         

neurochemistry
� Shared = parenting,                                               

friends, culture, location
� Nonshared = individual                                          

experiences

One Word Summary

1. For the personality theory, choose one 
word that best summarizes or represents 
the ideas of the theory.

2. Then, write a sentence or two explaining 
why that word characterizes the 
important parts of the theory

Personality Disorders

� Schizotypal: difficulty forming relationships, 
odd behavior

� Avoidant: fearful of social relationships, avoids
� Dependent: needy, wants others to make 

decisions
� Obsessive-Compulsive: controlling, order to 

extreme, obsessed with details
� Histrionic: overreacts, often emotional, wants 

attention
� Narcissistic: extremely vain / self-involved
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Personality Disorders

�Antisocial: no conscience/morals, 
do for self w/o care for others
� Biological Factors: genetics, abnormal ANS, 

abnormal right hemisphere frontal lobes
� Environmental Factors: abusive parenting, 

inappropriate modeling

�Borderline: moody, unstable, 
clings then pushes
� Biological Factors: genetics, abnormal frontal lobes, 

abnormal limbic system
� Environmental Factors: history of abuse, neglect, or 

emotional dependence on caregivers


